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  A Food and Footlights Extravaganza  
(or “A taste of culture comprising a meal and a melodrama for discerning 
gentlemen and their consorts”) 
by your entertainment reporter Howard (who wishes to remain anonymous) 
 
The evening of Friday 22nd August saw in excess of 30 members and friends heading for the Rob 
Roy Inn on Halifax Street answering an early call for dinner. Once seated in the comfortable dining 
room of the above hostelry, and armed with a libation suited to ones individual requirements, the 
serious business of choosing a repast from the extensive Bill of Fare began. With culinary 
delectations from near and far to select from, each member of the party was soon enjoying a 
gastronomic creation with gusto. It is worth noting here that although the plentiful portions were 
mouth-wateringly delicious, the fiscal expenditure was positively Lilliputian. An establishment well 
worth a return engagement. 
 
With appetites sated, the select group of culture seekers made the very short perambulation to the 
Arts Theatre on Angas Street arriving in plenty of time to take their appointed seats for the 8 
o’clock presentation. The curtain rose to a scene so familiar to all when visiting elderly maiden 
Aunts, the lounge room of a retirement home. This particular home specialised in providing for 
female Thespians past their prime, and was suitably named “The Wings”. Who but Noel Coward 
could have written a play with such a theme and called it “Waiting in the Wings”? Set in 1950’s 
England, there was scope aplenty for the celebrated playwright in which to exercise his wit. 
Between rival leading ladies of days gone by, the barbed one-liners didn’t cut, they positively 
beheaded. And of course the cast of players ranged over the full gamut. Everybody was there. A 
dementia affected pyromaniac, an Irish lady who could see neither good or joy in anything except 
an Irish jig (which proved to be her final curtain call), and of course a mousey little character who 
agreed with everyone and everything just to avoid friction. The players put on an excellent show, 
and provided an evening of fun and entertainment second to none. Again, well worth a return 
engagement. 
 
Enjoyment rating for the evening – 10 out of 10. 
Value for money – 10 out of 10. 
Highly recommended. 
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  From the Committee 

Membership and Finances 
As previously indicated, practically all of our members have renewed, in addition to which we have 
a few new members including our first overseas member Lloyd Bailey from the UK. We have 
accumulated over $4,000 in funds but of course we have the whole financial year ahead of us. Our 
practice is to issue receipts for all of our income and cheques for all of our outgoings, so we are 
assured of keeping track. 
Restoration DVDs 
The DVDs mentioned in the last Bulletin have now been delivered. There are six in all, each of 
which deal with a different aspect about producing body panels by hand and run for about an hour. 
They are absolutely astonishing, particularly for members currently involved in a restoration 
project, but even those fortunate enough not to be so involved will find it interesting to see how old 
car bodywork was done prior to the advent of presses and suchlike. The DVDs will be available for 
members to borrow (preferably at monthly meetings) but as previously indicated, it will be 
necessary for members to reimburse the Club should a DVD be unusable upon return. 
London to Brighton Down Under 
The committee is keen for our club to strongly support this annual event, put on by the Vintage 
Sports Car Club of S.A. for veteran cars and motorcycles. If October 26 is clear on your calendar 
please ink in this event. An entry form is attached to this issue of the Bulletin. 
 

  Meetings 
The Club meets at 8 PM on the first Wednesday of each month at the Colonel Light Gardens RSL, 
enter off Dorset Ave. Please aim to get to the meeting a little early for a pre-meeting chat. The date 
for this months’ meeting is September 3rd.  
 

  Upcoming Events 
Sunday  

7 September 2008 
 

Breakfast Run. Meet at the Pavilion in the south parklands, off 
South Tce just west of Peacock Rd (King William St) at 8:30 
AM.  We will proceed, by a route cleverly devised by the 
Rallymaster, to breakfast at Food Business at the corner of 
Greenhill Rd and Devereux Roads. After breakfast, we will visit 
Waterfall Gully. 

Sunday  
28 September 

2008 

Bay to Birdwood Run. How about increasing the Veteran 
presence at this popular event? Entry information from 
http://www.baytobirdwood.com.au/ or contact the entry 
directors Graham & Shirley Tonkin on (08) 8258 6547. By the 
time you read this entries will have “officially” closed, but give 
Graham a ring if you’d like to participate. 

Sunday 
12 October 2008 

Re-enactment of 1939 Lobethal Grand Prix 

Sunday  
26 October 2008 

“Down Under” London to Brighton. This year the Club is 
keen to see as many members as possible supporting this local 
event in their veteran vehicles. Enter now! An entry form is 
attached, see Howard, or contact Nevin Skurray on (08) 8296 
1994. Entries close 30th September. 

Sunday 
9 November 2008 

Clarendon Run. Details TBA 
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Sunday 
7 December 2008 

Norton Summit Hill Climb. We are keen to make this annual 
event one of the highlights of the Club year, but to make that 
happen we need you to be there! Mark the date, and prepare 
your vehicle to climb in style… 

3 – 8 May 2009 National Veteran Rally. This event is run under the auspices of 
the Association of Veteran Car Clubs in Australia. In 2009, the 
Sporting Car Club of South Australia is hosting the event 
centred on Naracoorte. Get moving on your entry now! 
Expressions of interest are available from the Club website, or 
the Sporting Car Club, or contact Julian McNeill.  

  

 
Leon’s 1908 water-cooled Lewis motorcycle, Dudley’s Renault and Terry’s Straker Squire 

at our July event to view the Dutton Talbot. 
 
 

  Some MORS pre-history 
 

When the first petrol driven car to appear on Adelaide streets rolled out of the Lewis Cycle Works 
in McHenry Street in November 1900 it caused quite a stir. Surprising then to note that as early as 
the mid 1890s the daily Parisian newspapers had regular Automoblisme columns with latest news 
and updates in the motoring world. By 1898 – the year that Mlle Serpolette visited Adelaide with 
her Gladiator motor tricycle – the French were producing quite an array of motor vehicles as well as 
publishing books for the motorist. A nice example is a small tome called ABC du Conducteur 
d’Automobiles (ABC for the Automobile Driver) by D. Farmer. Monsieur Farmer, who describes 
himself as Ingéieur-Mécanicien, Constructeur d’Automobiles, runs through most of the “usual” 
stuff (which was of course not quite so “usual” in 1898) using examples like the De Dion-Bouton 
tricycle, Léon Bollée tri-car, and voitures a pétrol from Panhard and Levassor, Phénix, Peugeot, 
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Gauthier-Wehrlé, Richard, Decauville and so on. It’s all good stuff too, but I thought I’d pause 
among the advertisements and see what our friends over at Mors were up to in 1898. 

Unlike most of the other advertisers, who feature fine engravings of their vehicles, Mors have opted 
for a more stylistic and no-doubt cheaper approach. If you were chasing detail of the 1898 Mors, I 
think you’d be looking for a more realistic view, perhaps one that provided some hint at where the 
passengers might sit of how the driver might conduct the vehicle! Perhaps it is a “catch all” 
illustration, as we are told that automobiles for 2, 3 or 4 persons are on offer. Presumably your 
choice of layout would dictate whether you would order a back step, which was available sur 
demande spéciale.  

 

 
 

Mors advertisement from the 1898 book ABC du 
Conducteur D’Automobiles by D. Farman 

Extract from the specification of Mors’ GB patent 
number 10,141, applied for in May 1896 

 

The choice of tyres is an indicator of the times: on offer are inflatable Michelins on wooden or 
metal wheels, or wooden wheels avec bandage Caoutchouc plein.  

Caoutchouc is another name for rubber, and from the illustration it seems that Caoutchouc plein 
tyres were just that – solid rubber with no internal wires. Should one of these become dislodged 
from the rim, for example in a tram track, we are advised to bind it back on with wire. Most of the 
pneumatic tyres on show are beaded-edge much as we are familiar with them. This surprised me a 
little as I might have expected to see some “singles” tyres in use. Still in transition were the safety 
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measures to keep the tyre attached to the rim: a system is described using a large number of small 
screws around the circumference of the bead, but elsewhere we find a discussion of security bolts to 
the familiar “modern” pattern.  

   
 

Breveté S.G.D.G. simply means patented, and since Mors are so obviously proud of their patents it 
would be remiss of us not to take a quick look. One of the most friendly access points to early 
patents is the European Patent Office website, http://ep.espacenet.com/ , and using the Advanced 
Search feature with “Mors” as the Applicant and “1897” as the Date, we come up with three patents 
(two British and one Swiss) issued to Emile Prosper Léon Mors for various aspects of his autocar. 
Here the detail missing in the advertisement comes to light: we see the opposed twin motor, and 
details of the steering, carburettor, electric ignition and so on. Strictly speaking patents apply to a 
single innovative idea – or a series of very closely-related ideas – but in the early days they often 
covered overall designs and we are better for it. If you can find time, have a read of the patents and 
get an insight into the mind of an automotive engineer in the 1890s.  

We have at least one Mors in the club: I wonder do any of Emile Mors’ original ideas live on his 
later cars? 

Leon Mitchell 

 

  And speaking of French cars… 
 

Roger Cross sends in an interesting advertisement from L’Illustration, May 1908, for which 
Roger’s wife Jenny Carter provides the translation: 

Brouhot Cars for Town and Country. 

The Brouhot car factories at Vierzon (Cher) whose specialized line in touring cars founded on 
principles of strength, economy and stability is well known, have just created a new 9HP belt-
driven car in response to the wishes of those who desire a vehicle that is simple, easy to drive with 
no need of a mechanic, and that is strong and very economical.  

The price of the chassis is 5000 francs 
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  An unusual steam motorcycle 
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Tony Bevan snapped this unique steam motorcycle in a museum in San Francisco. The display card 
at the front wheel reads: “The Steam Flyer was built by Mr Gillingwater in Sacramento circa 1912. 
It is the only one of its kind and is in perfect working condition.” 
 
Wouldn’t it be fun to liberate it from its glass case and test this claim!  
 
 

  Mind your “scrap” 
 
With scrap metal prices historically high – even for steel – theft is becoming a problem. If your 
treasures look like scrap, be sure to keep them secure to avoid unwanted visitors “tidying up” for 
you. 
 
 

  For Sale and Wanted 
Advertisements will run for two months – please notify the editor of changes 
 
For Sale (or prefer swap for Talbot parts): 
• Wheels: overall diameter of rim 19 inches, 10 spoke, 5 stud 
• Two Napier 2-cylinder blocks approx 3" bore and height of cylinder wall approx 9 1/2" Said to 

be 15hp. 
• Napier 20 hp differential housing and hubs with brakes 
• 3 Well base Rudge wheels allegedly 21x 2 3/4 (OD of rim is approx 22" and inner diameter of 

hub across splines approx 2 7/8") 
• Beaded Edge 880x120 rims to suit 72 spoke wire wheels (2 rows spokes 48 spokes /24 spokes) 

Also have 6 peg drive hubs to suit but most spokes removed 
• Other 880x120 Beaded edge wire spoked rims and various American pattern hubs (Houk?) with 

Peg drive 
• One 895 x 135 Sankey style 12 spoke rim 6 stud, Beaded Edge, Spokes have "flanges" where 

spoke joins rim 
• One bare Beaded edge rim 692 mm OD and 85mm wide 
• 2 Rudge wire wheels marked 21 x 3 3/4 well based 
• Wolseley 4 cylinder crankcase, crankshaft, and camshaft, 3 rods, pistons and oil pump and 

possibly alloy sump circa 1912 
• Sankey style top with central round filler cap. Mounted on 4 arms going from box to sub 

chassis, Estimate late veteran very early vintage RH gearshift selector shaft but no gear shift 
gate or lever. 

Contact Peter Allen mcallen@senet.com.au  Telephone: (08) 8355 5350 Facsimile: (08) 8355 5360 
 
For Sale: Your next veteran car book is here!  10 years in the writing, 280 pages and over 250 
photos.  Read how Duncan & Fraser brought the automobile age to South Australia.  Find out about 
their trams, carriage building and motor bodies.  Explore an assembly line building Ford cars that 
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was not owned by the Ford Motor Co.  Copies now available $25 each. Postage $10.50 within 
Australia. Contact David Chantrell gizzmo@adam.com.au (08) 8345 0665  
 
Wanted: Dubrulle 2 Drip Pressure Fed Lubricator. Buy or have mechanically driven 3 drip Le 
Febvre for exchange.  Also require one early style Frankonia No. 37 Sidelight (either side). Contact 
Alan Meredith alan.meredith@bigpond.com (03) 5974 2601 
 
Wanted: Parts wanted for 1904 Pope Tribune and curved dash Oldsmobile. Contact Lloyd Bailey 
(our first overseas member!) lloydbailey@hotmail.co.uk  
 
Wanted: Information, photographs, ephemera or anything at all that can add to the story of the 
Lewis Cycle and Motor Works and Vivian Lewis Limited. Particularly chasing photographs of: the 
Lewis mail cars of 1908, Lewis displays at the Show, interior shots of the factory or showroom, 
Mdlle Serpolette with her tricycle and Bertie Barr Smith with his 60 h.p. Napier. Please visit The 
Lewis Project at http://users.senet.com.au/~mitchell to see the story so far. Contact Leon Mitchell 
mitchell@senet.com.au (08) 8278 5120 
 
Dressing up for the Bay to Birdwood or London to Brighton? Two very stylish ladies have items 
that are surplus to requirements. Contact Phoebe Bell 82957177 or Elsa Cuppleditch 8392 4760. 
 
Wanted: Two committee members of the Western Australian Motor Museum will be attending the 
Bay to Birdwood on Sunday 29th September. Could/would somebody (or somebodies) who has 
entered their vehicle(s) with any spare seats be prepared to take them? Any offers greatly 
appreciated. Contact Matthew Lombard mlombard@hotkey.net.au (08) 8568 5039 (evenings) or 
(08) 8568 4009 (work)  
 
Wanted:  
• Steering box for 1912 De Dion 10hp or even parts of same.  I believe the same steering box was 

used for the twins (model DG) as well as the small four cylinder (model DH). 
• Talbot "closed " gear change housing and levers circa 1911-14 
• Clutch assembly/ flywheel and water pump to suit 4M Talbot 1910 to mid teens 
• Dashboard air pump to suit Talbot 1912-1915 
• Talbot radiator or remains for rebuilding. Height from base of side mounts to top of radiator 

approx 490mm. Width/centres of mounts approx 745mm 
• Rudge short 52 splined hubs and veteran style round retainer nuts (i.e. not eared knock off caps) 
Contact  Peter Allen mcallen@senet.com.au (08) 8355 5350 
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